3M™ TEXTOOL™ OPEN-TOP SOCKETS FOR QFN APPLICATIONS

NOTES:

1. MATERIALS:
   - SPRINGS: SS
   - CONTACTS: Be Cu
   - IC GUIDES: PES
   - PRESSURE PAD: PES
   - COVER: PPS or equiv.
   - BASE: PES
   - PLATING: Au
   - COLOR: BLACK

2. SEE THE REGULATORY INFORMATION APPENDIX (RIA) IN THE "ROHS COMPLIANCE" SECTION WWW.3MCONNECTOR.COM FOR COMPLIANCE INFORMATION (RIA E1 & C1 APPLY).

3. FOR PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND WARRANTY INFORMATION SEE:
   WWW.3MCONNECTOR.COM PN 256-4205-01

IC TO BE SEATED
(THERMAL PROBE)

IC SEATING PLANE
(3.2 STROKE)